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IMPORTANCE Approximately half of recurrent strokes occur within days and weeks of an
ischemic stroke. It is imperative to identify patients at imminent risk of recurrent stroke
because recurrent events lead to prolonged hospitalization, worsened functional outcome,
and increased mortality.

OBJECTIVE To test the validity of a prognostic score that was exclusively developed to predict
early risk of stroke recurrence in a multicenter setting.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This hospital-based cohort study examined patients
with and without magnetic resonance imaging–confirmed recurrent stroke within 90 days
after an ischemic stroke. The study was performed at 3 teaching hospitals in the United
States, Brazil, and South Korea and comprised adult patients admitted within 72 hours of
symptom onset with a magnetic resonance imaging–confirmed diagnosis of acute ischemic
stroke. Recruitment to the US cohort was performed from June 1, 2009, through April 30,
2011. Recruitment to the Korean and Brazilian cohorts was performed from January 1, 2007,
through December 31, 2011. Data analysis was performed from June 1, 2013, to December 31,
2014.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES The primary outcome was recurrent ischemic stroke as
defined by a clinical incident that was clearly attributable to a new area of brain infarction
occurring within the 90 days of index infarction. An investigator who was masked to the
patient’s recurrence status calculated the Recurrence Risk Estimator (RRE) score for each
patient based on information available after initial line of testing in the emergency
department. We assessed the predictive performance of the RRE by computing the area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

RESULTS The study included 1468 consecutive patients with 59 recurrent ischemic stroke
events. The median age of the patients was 69 (interquartile range, 58-79) years, and 633
(43.1%) were female. The cumulative 90-day recurrence rate was 4.2% (95% CI, 3.2%-5.2%).
The mean RRE score was 2.2 (95% CI, 1.9-2.5) in patients with recurrence and 1.0 (95% CI,
1.0-1.1) in patients without. The risk of recurrence increased with a higher RRE score (log-rank
test, P < .001). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for discrimination
was 0.76 (95% CI, 0.70-0.82). The RRE identified 710 patients (48.4%) in the study
population as high risk (>10%) or low risk (<1%). The sensitivity and specificity were 38% and
93% for identifying low-risk subsets and 41% and 90% for identifying high-risk subsets,
respectively.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE This study confirms the validity of the RRE score in a
multicenter cohort of patients with diverse characteristics. Our findings suggest that the RRE
could be useful in identifying high- and low-risk patients for targeted stroke prevention.
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I t is imperative to identify patients at high imminent risk
of developing a subsequent stroke after an ischemic stroke
who may benefit from streamlined evaluation and rapid in-

stitution of preventive treatments. The Recurrence Risk Esti-
mator (RRE) is a web-based prognostic instrument that has
been developed to predict the 90-day risk of recurrent stroke
based on information typically available at the time of hospi-
tal admission (http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/RRE/).1 The
RRE incorporates 4 brain imaging features with 2 clinical
features of stroke and provides risk estimates ranging
from approximately 1% to approximately 40%. In the original
derivation cohort of 1257 patients with 54 recurrent events
from a single tertiary care center, the discriminative value
as measured by the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) was 0.80 for a 90-day risk of
recurrence.1 In the present study, we sought to assess the ability
of the RRE to predict 90-day stroke recurrence in an in-
dependent population of patients with ischemic stroke.

Methods
Study Population
This study included 1 US cohort (Massachusetts General Hos-
pital) and 2 cohorts from teaching hospitals in South Korea
(Sungkyunkwan University School of Medicine) and Brazil
(Federal University of Bahia). Partners Institutional Review
Board, the institutional review board of the Federal Univer-
sity of Bahia, and the institutional review board of the Sam-
sung Medical Center approved the study. Because this was a
retrospective data collection study, no consent from patients
was required. All data were deidentified before being de-
livered for analysis as per the institutional review board
requirements.

The US cohort comprised consecutive adult patients (>18
years old) admitted to Massachusetts General Hospital within
72 hours of symptom onset with a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI)–confirmed diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke. The US
cohort was different from the original derivation cohort used
to develop the RRE score.1 Recruitment to the US cohort was
performed within the context of a prospective National Insti-
tutes of Health–funded study (Heart-Brain Interactions Study)
from June 1, 2009, through April 30, 2011. The Korean and Bra-
zilian cohorts were retrospectively recruited from institu-
tional registries and consisted of consecutive adult patients
with MRI-confirmed ischemic stroke admitted within 72 hours
of symptom onset from January 1, 2007, through December
31, 2011. Data analysis was performed from June 1, 2013, to De-
cember 31, 2014.

Data Collection
Each study site received a Microsoft Excel–based data collec-
tion form and a study guide that provided a detailed protocol
for outcome definition, outcome assessment, and RRE score
determination. Clinical and imaging predictors were col-
lected by participating stroke neurologists based on the re-
view of notes in the medical record and visual inspection of
brain images. The following data were requested from each site:

(1) baseline patient characteristics: age, sex, and vascular risk
factors (hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and
atrial fibrillation); (2) index stroke characteristics: National In-
stitutes of Health Stroke Scale score, time between symptom
onset and brain imaging, antecedent stroke or transient ische-
mic attack within the prior month, etiologic stroke subtype
determined by the Causative Classification System based on
information available after baseline assessment in the emer-
gency department,2 and preventive treatment (antiplatelet,
anticoagulant or statin treatment, or vascular intervention);
(3) imaging characteristics of index stroke: infarct location
(cortical, subcortical, or both), multiple acute infarcts, simul-
taneous multiple acute infarcts in different cerebral circula-
tions (right and left anterior or anterior and posterior circula-
tions), and multiple infarcts of different ages (combination of
acute, subacute, or chronic infarcts); and (4) outcome data: date
of recurrent stroke and date of death.

Risk Stratification
The RRE score was calculated for each patient by an investi-
gator at each study site (H.A., G.-M.K., and J.O.-F.) who was
masked to the patient’s recurrence status using the clinical and
imaging data available after baseline investigations on the day
of admission. The RRE is a 7-point score composed of the fol-
lowing 6 predictors: prior transient ischemic attack or stroke
within the preceding month (1 point), Causative Classifica-
tion System subtype (1 point if the cause of stroke is large
artery atherosclerosis or uncommon causes, such as vasculi-
tis, arterial dissection, and prothrombotic disorders, and 0
points when stroke develops secondary to cardiac embolism,
small artery occlusion, or undetermined causes), the pres-
ence of multiple acute infarcts (1 point), simultaneous acute
infarcts in both hemispheres or in both anterior and posterior
circulations (1 point), multiple infarcts of different ages (1 point
for combination of acute and subacute infarcts), and isolated
cortical location (1 point).1 We calculated the RRE score by sum-
ming the scores for each independent predictor for a given pa-
tient. We also calculated another score for each patient with-
out including the imaging predictors as described previously
(the clinical model).1

Outcome Assessment
Outcome assessment was performed prospectively via in-
person evaluation or telephone interviews at a mean (SD) of

Key Points

Question: Is it possible to identify patients at imminent risk of
recurrent stroke after an ischemic stroke?

Findings: This study tested the ability of the Recurrence Risk
Estimator (RRE) score to predict the 90-day risk of recurrent
stroke based on clinical history, presumed stroke cause, and brain
imaging findings in a multicenter setting. The risk of recurrence
increased with a higher RRE score. The RRE identified 710 patients
(48.4%) in the study population as high risk (>10%) or low risk
(<1%).

Meanings: These findings support the generalizability and validity
of the RRE.
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90 days (n = 587) and retrospectively through inspection of reg-
istry data, inpatient medical record notes, and routine 3-month
outpatient assessment notes (n = 881) by investigators (H.A.,
H.J.N., and M.d.J.L.) who were masked to the RRE scores. Phy-
sician notes included a detailed description and timing of the
follow-up event. Survival status was confirmed using the So-
cial Security Death Index in the US cohort. The primary out-
come was recurrent stroke within 90 days of the index stroke.
Recurrent stroke was defined as a clinical incident that was
clearly attributable to a new area of brain infarct visualized by
imaging as a spatially distinct lesion from the index infarct.1

Statistical Analysis
Numerical variables were expressed as median (interquartile
range [IQR]) or mean (95% CI). The Fisher exact test or χ2 test
and the Mann-Whitney test were used, respectively, to com-
pare categorical and continuous variables. Kaplan-Meier analy-
sis was used to determine cumulative recurrence rates. Data
were censored at the time of death or recurrent stroke. The log-
rank test was used to examine the association between the RRE
scores and cumulate recurrence rates. The discriminative abil-
ity of the RRE to predict 90-day recurrence was evaluated by
computing the AUCs. Accuracy (sum of correct prediction di-
vided by total predictions), sensitivity, specificity, and posi-
tive and negative predictive values for RRE strata of 0 (low
risk) and 3 or greater (high risk) were calculated. Definition of
high- and low-risk strata was based on risk distribution data
in the original derivation study where scores 1 and 2 corre-
sponded to risk estimates that were in the range of the popu-
lation mean, whereas scores 0 and 3 to 6 indicated risks that
clearly deviated from the population mean.1 The Hosmer-
Lemeshow test was used to assess calibration.3 Sensitivity
analyses were performed to calculate the predictive ability of

the RRE in subsets of patients who presented within 24 hours
of symptom onset and who did not develop a recurrent event
secondary to a cardiac or vascular intervention. P < .05 was con-
sidered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were per-
formed with SPSS statistical software, version 16.0 (SPSS, Inc).

Results
The study population consisted of 888 patients from the United
States and 726 patients from the Korean and Brazilian sites. A
total of 146 patients were unavailable for follow-up; the final
study population comprised the remaining 1468 patients.
Table 1 presents baseline patient characteristics and clinical
stroke features of the study population. Baseline stroke fea-
tures did not differ between the study population and pa-
tients unavailable for follow-up (eTable 1 in the Supplement).

A total of 59 recurrent strokes occurred during the study
period. The cumulative 90-day recurrence rate was 5.3% (95%
CI, 3.7%-6.9%) in the US cohort, 3.0% (95% CI, 1.6%-4.4%) in
Korean and Brazilian cohorts, and 4.2% (95% CI, 3.2%-5.2%)
in the overall study cohort. A total of 137 patients died during
the 90-day follow-up period. The median (IQR) time to death
was 9 (IQR, 4-28) days. None of the deaths were associated with
a recurrent stroke. Among patients with 90-day follow-up as-
sessment, baseline stroke severity, vascular risk factors, and
the use of antithrombotic treatments did not differ between
patients with and without a recurrent stroke (Table 2). Pa-
tients who developed a recurrent stroke were more likely to
have large artery atherosclerosis compared with those who did
not develop a recurrent stroke (Table 2). The risk of recur-
rence increased with a higher RRE score (log-rank test, P < .001)
(Table 3). The mean RRE score was 2.2 (95% CI, 1.9-2.5) in pa-

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Study Populationa

Characteristic
Overall
(N = 1468)

US Cohort
(n = 814)

Korean and Brazilian
Cohorts (n = 654)

Age, median (IQR), yb 69 (58-79) 70 (58-81) 68 (58-76)

Female sex 633 (43.1) 363 (44.6) 270 (41.1)

Hypertensionb 1059 (72.1) 566 (769.5) 493 (75.4)

Diabetes mellitusb 421 (28.7) 207 (25.4) 214 (32.7)

Hyperlipidemiab 588 (40.1) 381 (46.8) 207 (31.7)

Atrial fibrillationb 338 (23.0) 217 (26.7) 121 (18.5)

Admission NIHSS score, median (IQR) 4 (1-9) 4 (1-10) 4 (2-8)

CCS subtypea

Large artery atherosclerosis 329 (22.4) 154 (18.9) 175 (26.8)

Cardioaortic embolism 378 (25.7) 208 (25.6) 170 (26.0)

Small artery occlusion 241 (16.4) 110 (13.5) 131 (20.0)

Other causes 103 (7.0) 54 (6.6) 49 (7.5)

Undetermined causes 417 (28.4) 288 (35.4) 129 (19.7)

Time between stroke onset and imaging, median
(IQR), ha

12 (6-25) 8 (5-17) 22 (8-33)

Treatment

Anticoagulanta 624 (42.5) 233 (28.6) 391 (59.8)

Antiplatelet 1007 (68.6) 549 (67.4) 458 (70.0)

Statina 869 (59.2) 621 (76.3) 248 (37.9)

Endovascular or surgical revascularization 69 (4.7) 34 (4.2) 35 (5.4)

Abbreviations: CCS, Causative
Classification System;
IQR, interquartile range;
NIHSS, National Institutes of Health
Stroke Scale.
a Data are presented as number

(percentage) of study patients
unless otherwise indicated.

b Characteristics that are significantly
different between the US cohort
and the other 2 cohorts.
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tients with recurrence and 1.0 (95% CI, 1.0-1.1) in patients with-
out. The AUC for 90-day recurrence was 0.76 (95% CI, 0.68-
0.84) in the US cohort, 0.75 (95% CI, 0.66-0.85) in Korean and
Brazilian cohorts, and 0.76 (95% CI, 0.70-0.82) in the overall
study cohort (Table 4). The discriminative ability of the RRE
was similar in subsets of patients who underwent imaging
within 24 hours of symptom onset (n = 944; AUC, 0.76; 95%
CI, 0.69-0.84) and in whom the cause of recurrent stroke was
not secondary to a vascular intervention (n = 1329; AUC, 0.76;
95% CI, 0.70-0.82). A time-epoch analysis revealed that the
performance of the RRE did not change with respect to time:
the AUC was 0.74 (95% CI, 0.64-0.84) in the cohort recruited
during the first half and 0.78 (95% CI, 0.71-0.85) during the sec-
ond half of the study (P = .46). The AUC for the clinical model
was 0.65 (95% CI, 0.59-0.71) (eTable 2 in the Supplement).

The P value of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test was .008, sug-
gesting imperfect calibration. The calibration slope was
0.61. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, nega-
tive predictive value, and accuracy for identifying the popu-
lation at low risk (<1% risk) were 38%, 93%, 99%, 7%, and
41%, respectively. The corresponding performance character-
istics for detection of a high-risk subset (>10% risk) were
41%, 90%, 16%, 97%, and 88%, respectively.

Discussion
Prior studies1,4 have found that the RRE provides good dis-
crimination for predicting a 14-day and 90-day risk of recur-
rence after an ischemic stroke and a 7-day risk of subsequent

Table 2. Baseline Characteristics of Patients With and Without Recurrent Stroke During Follow-upa

Characteristic
Recurrence
(n = 59)

No Recurrence
(n = 1409) P Value

Age, median (IQR), y 68 (58-79) 69 (58-79) .72

Female sex 26 (44.1) 607 (43.1) .88

Hypertension 48 (81.1) 1011 (71.8) .12

Diabetes mellitus 17 (28.8) 404 (28.7) .98

Hyperlipidemia 30 (50.8) 558 (39.6) .08

Atrial fibrillation 13 (22.0) 325 (23.1) .85

Admission NIHSS score, median (IQR) 3 (1-7) 4 (1-9) .14

CCS subtypeb

Large artery atherosclerosis 23 (39.0) 306 (21.7)

.006

Cardioaortic embolism 13 (22.0) 365 (25.9)

Small artery occlusion 5 (8.5) 236 (16.7)

Other causes 7 (11.9) 96 (6.8)

Undetermined causes 11 (18.6) 406 (28.8)

Time between stroke onset and imaging, median
(IQR), h

10 (5-24) 12 (6-26) .61

Treatment

Anticoagulant 22 (37.3) 602 (42.7) .41

Antiplatelet 42 (71.2) 965 (68.5) .66

Statina 46 (78.0) 823 (58.4) .003

Endovascular or surgical revascularization 2 (3.4) 67 (4.8) >.99

Abbreviations: CCS, Causative
Classification System;
IQR, interquartile range;
NIHSS, National Institutes of Health
Stroke Scale.
a Data are presented as number

(percentage) of study patients
unless otherwise indicated.

b Characteristics that are significantly
different between patients with and
without recurrence.

Table 3. Cumulative Risk of Recurrence Stratified According to the RRE Score

RRE Score No. of Patients
No. of Patients With
Recurrent Stroke

Cumulative Recurrence Rate,
% (95% CI)

0 540 4 0.8 (0.0-1.6)

1 460 16 3.5 (1.7-5.3)

2 298 15 5.4 (2.7-8.1)

3 129 14 11.9 (6.0-17.8)

≥4 41 10 25.0 (11.7-38.3) Abbreviation: RRE, Recurrence Risk
Estimator.

Table 4. Discriminative Value of the RRE Score for 90-Day Stroke Recurrence

Cohort No. of Patients
No. of Patients With
Recurrent Stroke

Recurrence Risk,
% (95% CI) AUC (95% CI)

United States 702 40 5.7 (3.9-7.5) 0.76 (0.68-0.84)

Korean and Brazilian 629 19 3.0 (1.6-4.4) 0.75 (0.66-0.85)

Overall 1331 59 4.4 (3.2-5.6) 0.76 (0.70-0.82)

Abbreviations: AUC, area under
curve; RRE, Recurrence Risk
Estimator.
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stroke after transient symptoms with infarction. The present
study expands on prior studies1,4 by revealing that the dis-
criminatory power of the RRE for predicting 90-day risk of re-
current stroke after an ischemic stroke is maintained when ap-
plied to a separate cohort of patients recruited from 3 academic
centers with different practice patterns, supporting the gen-
eralizability and external validity of the RRE. Approximately
half of the patients with stroke (710 [48.4%]) were assigned to
either high-risk (>10%) or low-risk (<1%) categories with an ac-
curacy that ranged from 41% to 88%. The RRE falsely classi-
fied only 4 patients (6.7%) with a recurrent stroke as being low
risk. Good discrimination suggests that the RRE may be use-
ful in tailoring stroke management based on baseline stroke
risk. For instance, elective management of low-risk patients
could be considered to ensure efficient use of health care re-
sources. In contrast, high-risk patients could benefit from
prompt evaluation and targeted preventive treatment in dedi-
cated stroke centers.

The risk of recurrent stroke is highest immediately after
an ischemic stroke, reaching a cumulative rate of 1.3% to 4.3%
at 7 days,5,6 3.4% at 14 days,7 and 4.9% to 12.9% at 90 days8,9;
thereafter, the risk gradually decreases and attains a steady
state by 6 to 12 months after the incident stroke. Prior
studies10-14 have revealed that there are different predictors
for short- and long-term recurrence; cardiovascular risk fac-
tors, such as hypertension, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia, con-
fer a risk in the long term. In contrast, underlying stroke cause
poses a risk in the short and long term.15-17 Hence, prognostic
scores that are solely based on the presence or absence of
cardiovascular risk factors, such as the Framingham Risk Score,
Stroke Prognosis Instrument II, and Essen Risk Score, pro-
vide imperfect estimates of the short-term risk.1,13,14,18 A
distinctive feature of the RRE is that it has been exclusively de-
veloped to predict short-term risk. The RRE harmonizes etio-
logic stroke mechanism with other predictors of early stroke
recurrence and identifies individuals in whom the underly-
ing cause has the potential to cause another stroke in the short
term (unstable cause).1,4 Although the RRE exhibited good dis-
crimination, the AUC was 0.76, and the positive predictive
value for the high-risk subset was 16%. Hence, there is much
room for improvement. Future prognostic tools that incorpo-
rate more specific markers to assess the potential of underly-
ing causes to initiate a stroke could provide risk predictions
with higher accuracy.

The discriminative ability of the RRE was slightly lower in
the present study (AUC, 0.76) than in the original derivation
cohort (AUC, 0.80).1 Some deterioration in predictive ability
is expected when prognostic scores are tested in indepen-
dent or external data sets caused by overfitting in the original
model, different selection of patients in the validation set-
ting, changes in preventive treatments, and differences in defi-
nition of predictors and outcome.19 To our knowledge, there
is only 1 published external validation study20 of the RRE, per-
formed in a hospital-based retrospective population in Ger-
many. In that study, the RRE predicted a 7-day of risk of stroke
recurrence with a moderate AUC (0.65; 95% CI, 0.58-0.73). The
use of Trial of ORG 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment subtypes
rather than Causative Classification System subtypes when cal-

culating the RRE scores, absence of MRI data in more than one-
third of the patients, and diagnosis of recurrent stroke with-
out the need for imaging evidence might explain the lower AUC
in that study. In addition, because of the inherent difficulty in
differentiating early recurrence from worsening of the index
stroke based on clinical criteria, the uncertainty in risk pre-
dictions tends to increase as the time from stroke onset to out-
come assessment decreases.1,20 Hence, a lower AUC could be
expected when predicting the 7-day risk than when predict-
ing the 90-day risk.1

Our results are subject to certain limitations. The number
of outcome events (n = 59) was less than desirable for a vali-
dation study.21 Variance introduced by the small validation
sample might have played a role in both reduced discrimina-
tion and poor calibration in the present data set. Poor calibra-
tion may have also resulted from differences in case mix
between the development and validation data sets and in in-
terpretation of the definitions for the predictor and the out-
come variables. Calibration of the RRE can be improved by
recalibrating the score in larger external data sets in the fu-
ture. The risk of stroke recurrence was different between the
US and the other 2 cohorts. This difference could be partly at-
tributable to differences in physicians’ judgment about ob-
taining neuroimaging to confirm a recurrent stroke in the event
of new symptoms. Higher availability and easier access to MRI
in the US cohort might have resulted in more frequent detec-
tion of recurrent stroke. Recruitment of patients at a later time
point in external sites may have also contributed to the lower
recurrence rate as a result of missing very early recurrent
events. We also note that assessment of outcome based on ret-
rospective review of notes from medical records might have
led to underestimation of recurrent stroke events in some study
sites. Follow-up information was not available for 146 pa-
tients. Nevertheless, individual predictors of recurrence and
RRE scores were similar for those with and without follow-up
information. Hence, it is unlikely that missing follow-up infor-
mation has altered the predictive performance of the RRE. Mis-
labeling a fatal recurrent stroke as death could alter the predic-
tive performance of the RRE. It is, however, unlikely that the
present results were subject to a significant survival bias be-
cause none of the patients died as a result of a recurrent stroke.

Conclusions
For a score to be clinically useful in predicting early stroke
risk, it is critical that the predictor variables are easily attain-
able immediately after stroke. The RRE is well suited to ac-
complish this goal because it provides risk estimates based on
clinical history, presumed stroke cause, and brain imaging find-
ings that are readily available to the physician immediately af-
ter hospital admission in most clinical settings. The present
study reveals that the RRE retains its discriminative ability
when applied to an independent population with discrete char-
acteristics. Further studies are needed to assess the ability of
the RRE to guide stroke evaluation and preventive treatment
and improve the use of sparse health care resources in set-
tings with more diverse practice patterns.
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